Correctly quoting Workshop

You are in the process of writing your thesis? You are facing problems in correctly quoting scientific sources that you want to cite in your project/paper? In this case, ISGS together with the TU KL Library can offer concrete help!

In order to address your concerns regarding academic integrity, ISGS & the TU KL Library are setting up a professional Coaching on how to avoid plagiarism. During this workshop, the international participants will focus on plagiarism as a severe scientific misconduct and learn how to prevent it. Furthermore, the workshop will cover the topic of referencing and finding and selecting relevant resources. Participants will have time for individual questions and will receive honest feedback of a professional trainer.

During the Workshop the participants will learn:

- about the extent of & about reasons for plagiarism
- more about the different forms of plagiarism
- how to find and choose effective sources
- more about permissions
- how to quote, paraphrase, summarize and cite sources correctly

Date: Wednesday, May 17, 2017, 05:00 pm – 06:30 pm
Place: TU KL Library
Language: English
Participants: Graduate Students, PhD candidates, etc.
Registration: Registration (until May 12) via: doktoranden@isgs.uni-kl.de (first come, first served)